the UK in February 1976 and climbed to #12 on the UK album
charts.
“Motown responded with its own compilation of mostly unreleased tracks titled ‘Inside You’. The English ‘Inside You’ is
the definitive version of this album, containing 12 tracks
rather than the meagre nine of its American equivalent. The
disc gives artist credit to just Valli although six songs
(including ‘Hickory’, ‘Charisma’ and ’Walk On’) are really Four
Seasons recordings. Gaudio cringed when he learned of the
release since he had had no role in the final mix. Still, the
record stands as Valli’s last predominantly falsetto collection.
Motown still holds the rights to some three dozen masters as
again demonstrated by its late 1980 release of yet another
Four Seasons compilation.”
Not owning the Motown tracks meant that, although songs from
this period entered the UK charts and despite the huge interest of
UK fans, Valli never performed anything from the period during
this revival. In fact, ‘The Night’ (a No 5 hit in the UK in Feb 1975) was only ever performed a few times back in
1972/73 notably at Capitol Theatre Passaic NJ March 25th 1973. By 1976 Motown was releasing music that was
outside the Partnerships control and although making them money: Bob and Frankie didn’t want to go back there
musically.
Rex Woodard again…..”Warner-Curb took a calculated risk in December by choosing ‘December 63’ as its
follow up single to ‘Who Loves You’. Gerry Polci sings lead, with Valli only featured in the chorus.
‘December 63’ was pure disco and a complete stylistic change from the familiar Four Seasons sound. At the
same time, Valli checked into Los Angeles Century City Hospital a week before Christmas to (prepare to)
undergo a last ditch surgical procedure to save his hearing. “
In fact January 12th 1976 saw Frankie Valli once again in Century Hospital LA hospital having his second ear operation to combat Otosclerosis (a disease of the bones of the inner ear) this time on his right ear. It was said in the US
newsletters “He is wanting to tour less and spend more time producing records and doing TV/movies and
spending time with his family. He sees his future as separate, but allied to that of the Four Seasons”
Rex Woodard tells us…“The operation sidelined the group for sometime, but optimistic early medical reports
promised an audible future for its leader. By March Valli was fit to resume touring, prior to the much anticipated return to the UK for a 14 date tour as the first leg of a World Tour that would take in Holland/Germany
and Australia / New Zealand “
Valli spoke about how debilitating the problem was for him personally in Crawdaddy magazine before the surgery….“Luckily, I got a hold of myself” says Frankie “and went to see some other doctors, the best I could
find, specialists. Basically, it was my left ear in particular that was bothering me, though both were affected. I can hear fine out of my left ear now but before undergoing the operation last year - I could have
lost what I had – I went through a period of depression which was rather difficult for my wife Mary Ann to
live with. She was super-understanding about the whole thing which made it easier. The left ear is okay
now but the right ear is fading and now I have to have that taken care of”.
Goldmine: It’s odd that I’ve never heard much about his hearing troubles before, I tell Valli. How was he
able to continue making records and touring?
“Well”, he confesses, unsmiling “it hasn’t been easy. In the studio, for instance, the level I had to have my
headphones turned up to was extremely high. Nobody could believe that a human could listen at this level.
It was so loud it was shattering. And when we did a playback, everyone had to leave the studio because
they couldn’t bear it.”
Meanwhile, as Rex Woodard tells us…”’December 63’ released in January tore the top off the US national
charts. The record seized the Billboard number one spot on 13 March 1976 not relinquishing the position
for three weeks. Whopping sales exceeding three million copies established ‘December 63’ as the biggest
selling Four Seasons single ever.” Also in January for the 1976 UK Tour Private Stock released “a new Frankie
Valli recording of a song written and recorded by British band ‘Rogue’. The song ‘Fallen Angel’ (Flett/
Fletcher), was produced by Bob Gaudio and arranged by Lee Shapiro. “
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The UK tour was discussed by Bob Gaudio in a Record Mirror interview. He couldn’t believe ‘December 63’ was
their first No 1 in the UK….’Rag Doll’ had previously only achieved No 2…..“I’m quite surprised”, he admits,
“that ‘December 63’ has done so well so quickly in Britain. We normally reckon we can pick out which
tracks are going to be the best ones for singles but frankly I don’t think we’re much in touch with the pulse
of the British market. After all, we haven’t toured in Britain for about three years, although Frankie Valli did
come over about 12 months ago”.
“The Seasons are now preparing to return to Britain after their long absence. The band are putting together
a completely new show for the British tour, which runs from April 1st to 14th”, says Gaudio. “It will be quite
lavish, a mild extravaganza and it’s going to be quite expensive”. So you don’t think it’ll make money for
the group? …..“I’m positive it won’t. As far as we’re concerned it’s a freebie. It’s going to be a very diversified show covering yesterday, today and tomorrow. The group will be playing all the old hits – some of
them in medley form maybe, then show what they are doing right now and then give some of what’s going
to be happening in the future.
The group will all come on together at the start and do some numbers and then Frankie will do a solo spot
of around 20 minutes to half an hour before the whole group return again”.
Frankie Valli is a busy man, who has solo recording commitments – as a solo artist he’s on Private Stock –
as well as his work with the Four Seasons, who are on the Warner Bros label. Gaudio is equally busy since
he writes both for Valli and the Seasons as a whole. “Sometimes I can keep pace with their requirements or
even get a little bit ahead, but at the moment I’m fighting to keep up. At the moment we’re in the process of
choosing what’s going to be the next Frankie Valli single but then the next big project is Frankie’s album,
which will be recorded immediately after the British tour.”
The general policy is for the Four Seasons to average two albums and two singles a year and Valli likewise,
“but”, says Gaudio, “you can’t stick to that rigidly. If you get a failure or two with singles you may need to
put out more a year, whereas if you get a big hit in the States it can hang around for months, so you don’t
need to put out so many”.

The UK Tour April 1976
This was for many UK fans their first
ever experience of Frankie Valli & Four
Seasons ’Live’: The April 1976 UK Tour
2nd Eastbourne
4th Bristol Colston Hall
5th Fairfield Halls Croydon
6th London Palladium
7th Hippodrome, Bristol
8th Dome, Brighton
9th Promenade Theatre Southport
10th Free Trade Hall, Manchester
11th Civic Hall, Wolverhampton
12th Brighton Dome
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The group appeared on Top

Of
The Pops on 8th April.
Introduced by Noel Edmunds a
BBC DJ and big fan who had been
instrumental in promoting ‘Who
Loves You’ on his national Radio 1
Breakfast Show in 1976. They
performed without Frankie Valli
on ‘Silver Star’ and Frankie
Valli performed his latest solo
release ‘Fallen Angel’. (See the
videos at Chameleon’s blog)
The tour was hugely successful
and fan club membership exploded.

Above: Clips from the Top Of The Pops performance and below the tour brochure
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The third Warner-Curb single from the album,
Polci’s “Silver Star” had moderate sales in the
United States (#38) but huge success worldwide.
It hit No 2 on 18 May in London and No 1 on
Radio Luxembourg the same month. On the BBC
chart it reached #3 while’ Fallen Angel/Carrie I
Would Marry You’ PVT51 reached #11 in March.
A 40 song K-Tel collection of Four Seasons oldies hits spent much of 1976 on England’s album
chart, reaching the No 4 spot. The ‘Who Loves
You’ album was also a huge success and reached
Nr 16 in the UK album charts for 3 consecutive
weeks in April and May. Four Seasons Partnership had done a deal for a UK re-issue of all the
past hits and the Double Album entered the BBC
album charts in November and spent 5 weeks in
the Top Ten.

Then, upon Valli’s return to
the USA, Producer, Lou
Reizner recorded the Four
Seasons accompanied by the
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra.
The two Lennon-McCartney
selections they recorded appear on the soundtrack of the
movie ’All This and World
War II’. Gaudio also recorded
with the group in mid 1976
doing eight songs for an album due out in 1977. Billboard reported on 5th June
“The Four Seasons were
touring the USA from May
20th through to October 1st
(over 80 performances..ed)
and Frankie Valli was in the
Sound Factory Los Angeles
working on a new album.
The group members backed
him on several numbers as
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